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perspective, components are generally not individual classes, but are subsystems - i.e., suites of interre-
lated classes. Thus, a component’s export interface typically consists of multiple classes and a component
itself encapsulates the implementation of these classes. A realm is a library of plug-compatible compo-
nents.

GenVoca realms and object-oriented frameworks are related [Joh88, Bat92], although the exact relation-
ship is not yet fully understood. An essential aspect of framework design to express collaborations among
abstract classes as “template” operations; it is not obvious where this counterpart lies in GenVoca. Our
work has focussed on developing a clean abstract model of component composition; we do not yet know
how the composability of frameworks relates to our model.

Components that are used by generators rely on a particular form of encapsulation. GenVoca components
are essentially forward refinement program transformations [Bla91] that encapsulate consistent data and
operation refinements, as well as reflective computations on metadata [Kic93]. The concept of data and
operation refinements is familiar to us all: it is the function and class encapsulation that is provided by
object-oriented programming languages. In order to generate efficient code, however, it is absolutely
essential for some domains that metadata (i.e., information about the algorithms or classes that are being
encapsulated) and computations on metadata (i.e., reflective inferencing to decide when to use a particular
algorithm or apply a certain domain-specific optimization) also be encapsulated within a component. Thus,
design concerns for components may be different than those of recognized OO methodologies.

There are other unusual characteristics of GenVoca components and domain modeling that we have
encountered. If a system can be defined by a composition of components, how does one know if a particu-
lar composition meets the requirements of a target system? This is a problem of design rule checking or
consistency checking [Per89, Bat95b]. Additionally, GenVoca components have the unusual property that
their interface can enlarge upon instantiation. That is, when a component is instantiated, new functions and
classes can automatically appear to be part of its interface [Hei94, Bat95a]. We know of no counterpart to
this phenomena in object-oriented technology.

3  Next Steps

Domain modeling and software system generation are exciting and challenging areas of software engineer-
ing research. The techniques and concepts that we have found in prototype generators is an unusual meld
of ideas from object-oriented programming, reflective programming, parameterized programming, pro-
gram transformation systems, and software architectures. Exploring these relationships and developing
general tools (see [Tra93]) for creating domain models and generators are important goals for future
research.
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1  Introduction

Years from now, much of the software that we are developing today and the software design and imple-
mentation problems that we are now facing will be so well understood that it will be possible to automate
the development of such software for large families of applications. This will be accomplished through the
use of software system generators. Such generators will automatically transform compact, high-level spec-
ifications of target systems into actual source code, and will rely on libraries of plug-compatible and reus-
able components for code synthesis.

Over the last ten years, our research has focussed on domain modeling methodologies and implementation
techniques for creating software system generators. To us, a domain model is a component-based, paramet-
ric definition of a family of related systems. Every family member is defined by a unique composition of
components. The similarities and differences among different family members are exposed by comparing
the component compositions that define them. An implementation of such a model is a software system
generator.

The modeling methods and implementation techniques that we have developed are expressed in the Gen-
Voca model [Bat92]. GenVoca concepts have been distilled from the experiences of building software sys-
tem generators for the disparate domains of database management systems, communication protocols,
avionics, file systems, and data structures [Bat92-93, Tra93, Hei94]. Common characteristics of generators
are that the performance of generated systems often match or exceed that of hand-written code (because
generators can perform optimizations automatically that are difficult, if not impractical, to do by hand) and
that substantial productivity gains (e.g., factors of 3-4) are delivered through the reuse of components.

Among the basic goals of our work is to provide software engineers with proven conceptual abstractions
and implementation techniques that are needed for programming-in-the-large, i.e., specifying large-scale
systems as compositions of components, and analyzing and reasoning about systems in terms of their com-
ponents. This entails raising the level of programming from writing individual lines of code, functions, and
classes, to that of composing subsystems. This, in turn, appears to require extensions to or adaptations of
conventional object-oriented concepts and design techniques. Identifying these extensions (or differences)
is an important aspect of our work.

2  Relationships with Object-Orientation

The GenVoca approach to software system generation relies on standardized and layered decompositions
of software systems. The building blocks of software systems are components, which are layers. Compo-
nents both export and import “standardized” interfaces so that they act like software “legos”. That is, target
software systems are hierarchical compositions of plug-compatible components. From an object-oriented

1.  This research was supported in part by the Applied Research Laboratories of the University of Texas at Austin,
Schlumberger, and Microsoft.


